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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has a mix of Windows 2003 and Windows 2008
virtualized guests deployed in their vSphere v4 environment.
They have purchased a new VNX array and are also upgrading
their ESX servers from V4.0 to V5.0.
Their VMware administrators are creating the new target LUNs
and VMFS file systems for their datastores. They have noticed
that the alignment offset on the new array is not the same as
their old array, so they are concerned about disk crossing on
the new array.
How would you respond to the customer?
A. The offset for VMFS-3 is now 1 MiB and will not affect
performance of any of the VMs.
B. The alignment of all VMs will need to be manually adjusted.
C. The offset for VMFS-5 is now 1 MiB and will not affect
performance of any of the VMs.
D. Windows 2003 VMs will need to be manually adjusted, but
Windows 2008 VMs will not be affected.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit. An administrator is using DNAT to map two
servers to a single public IP address. Traffic will be steered
to the specific server based on the application, where Host A
(10.1.1.100) receives HTTP traffic and HOST B (10.1.1.101)
receives SSH traffic.)
Which two security policy rules will accomplish this
configuration? (Choose two.)
A. Untrust (Any) to DMZ (10.1.1.1), ssh -Allow
B. Untrust (Any) to DMZ (10.1.1.100.10.1.1.101), ssh,
web-browsing -Allow
C. Untrust (Any) to Untrust (10.1.1.1), ssh -Allow
D. Untrust (Any) to DMZ (10.1.1.1), web-browsing -Allow
E. Untrust (Any) to Untrust (10.1.1.1), web-browsing -Allow
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Desktop virtualization can be a driver for implementing WAN
optimization. Which two of the following statements are true
regarding WAAS and virtualized desktops? (Choose two.)
A. When using Microsoft RDP, make sure that you disable
nativeRDP compression and encryption.
B. Cisco WAAS can substantially reduce band requirements of
Microsoft RDP, Citrix ICA, and PCoIP.
C. When testing or demonstrating WAAS performance with ICA, be
aware that the bandwidth reduction increases with additional
users. Traffic of a single user is reduced by 20 30%, while
traffic of 10 users is reduced by 50 70%.
D. Cisco WAAS can provide about 20% compression ratio for
watching videos over Microsoft RDP.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Cisco WAAS can provide about 20% compression ratio for watching
videos over Microsoft RDP.

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the result of the following terraform function call?
lookup({a="hello", b="goodbye"}, "c", "what?")
A. goodbye
B. hello
C. what?
D. c
Answer: C
Explanation:
lookup retrieves the value of a single element from a map,
given its key. If the given key does not exist, the given
default value is returned instead. In this case, the function

call is searching for the key "c". But since there is no key
"c", the default vault "what?" is returned.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/configuration/functions/lookup.ht
ml
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